
Energy Efficient Specification:

SOLAR Photovoltaic Roof Panels (PV)

Benefits

● Cuts your electricity bills

● Reduces your carbon foot-print

● It may be possible to receive payments for the extra energy you generate.

These create FREE electricity for your home to use, reducing your monthly electricity bills. Should you

wish, Devon Meadow can fit the Tesla batteries to store your electricity - further reducing energy

costs.  Naturally - we would have to allow this as an extra cost to be added to the purchase price.

How does PV work?

Solar PV panels are made from layers of silicon which has been a staple of electronics for almost ever.

When light shines on the panel’s electrons are knocked loose and generate electricity.  They don’t

need full sunlight but the more sun there is the more electricity is generated.

The panels will be placed on the roof and the electric generated will fed through an inverter to

convert the current from the roof into electricity that can be used in your home.

Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHPs)

● Lower Fuel Bills

● Lower Carbon Emissions

● Heat your home as well as your hot water

Air source heat pumps turn the air outside your home into heat and hot water; even when the

temperature goes down to as low as -15C.

Whilst they run on electricity, the heat output is far greater than the electricity input - making them a

very energy efficient way to heat your home.



Heat from the air is absorbed at low temperature into a fluid which then passes through a

compressor. This has the effect of increasing the temperature - which is transferred to the heating

and hot water circuits of your home.

Mechanical Ventilation Heat Recovery (MVHR)

Whilst it is a Building Regulations requirement that double glazing must have trickle vents, to allow a

certain amount of fresh air into a room – helping to eliminate condensation, such systems become

in-effective over time with dirt ingress and the fact that they often remain closed. However, with a

Devon Meadow homes, our houses feature mechanical ventilation heat recovery systems - fitted - as

standard. This is because it’s a far more effective solution to maintaining fresh air movement, within

a home, whilst at the same time removing unhealthy pollutants such as dust and pollen.

How it Works

As an air filtration system, the air outside is sucked into a roof installed unit which warms up the air

as well as removing impurities. It is then circulated around the home through ceiling vents. Such a

system greatly helps with kitchen cooking and bathroom odours whilst maintaining a pleasant and

comfortable atmosphere; this is great during summer months when pollen counts can be high.

Triple ‘A’ Rated UPVC Double Glazing

Windows are a key area where heat is lost and as such, all new homes are double glazed. However,

double glazed windows are rated between Triple ‘A’ being the best and E being the worst. Current

Building Regs require that double glazed windows are rated at a minimum of C. Devon Meadow use

triple ‘A’ to reduce loss of heat and running costs as well as to reduce noise and maintenance. The

high specification locking mechanisms provide a very secure environment.

Luxury Interiors

Bespoke – Custom-Made Kitchens

The kitchen is now regarded as the single most important area of any home. The kitchen is very much

the central hub – providing not only an environment to cook, but also, a place to socialise, relax and

even work. Therefore, the quality of such a heavily used and enjoyed space is absolutely paramount

and key to both a home’s desirability and future saleability.

With this in mind, Devon Meadow Homes has taken a different approach to most other ‘luxury’ home

builders. Rather than opting for the simply ‘dressing’ of mid - market ‘off the shelf’ kitchen furniture

to create purely a ‘great look,’ it has gone beyond the surface to provide your home with a ‘proper’

bespoke manufactured solution with all the hallmarks of the British master cabinet maker.

5 piece -hardwood doors, hung within a hardwood frame using chopped in butt hinges, solid timber

cabinets and solid timber -dovetailed drawer boxes on soft close systems and sumptuous paint

finishes are all hallmarks of a Devon Meadow Home! Add to this, high quality energy efficient

appliances, to include integrated ovens, fridge freezers as well as induction hobs, instant boiling /

filtered water taps and high specification flooring – then you have a kitchen space that truly lives up

to the term ‘luxury’ in every way possible.



Naturally, attention has been given to small – yet practical details such as providing plenty of plug

points to include high wall mounted ones for TV’s; something that’s often overlooked and which

provides costs, time and upheaval to ‘retro’ fit.

High Specification Bathrooms, Cloak Rooms & En-Suites

All Devon Meadow Homes feature luxury bathrooms, en-suites and cloak-rooms, with high quality,

tactile fixtures and fittings enhancing your bathing and relaxation experience.

Bathrooms feature high quality vanity units with plenty of necessary storage and lit mirrors; toilets

with water efficient dual flush and concealed cisterns as well as a capacious bath with integrated

shower enclosure.

En-suites benefit from a walk-in shower/wet room design – just the thing to ‘kick’ start any day! They

also feature, high quality dual flush WC’s with concealed cisterns and integrated basin/vanities.

Cloak Rooms, ideal for visiting guests and providing additional WC capacity feature hand basins and

mirror.

The Garage

Even the garages have a luxury specification!

Inside every garage is a charging point for an electric car (if you have one or want one in the future)

Besides plenty of plug-sockets points, the garage also features a high quality, remote – motorised ‘up

and over’ door system.

The garage is complemented by a generous driveway benefiting from a high quality – block paved

finish.

Beautiful Exteriors

Devon Meadow Homes believes that everyone should feel proud to own one of our homes. This

feeling very much begins with the ‘curb appeal’ and exterior.

A Devon Meadows Home  should be a welcoming and inviting experience; a feeling evoked as soon as

one drives down the road. With this in mind, a ‘Pixton View’ home is as much about the outside space

as it is about the interior.

Devon Meadow homes feature a large, private rear garden laid to lawn. Complementing this are

delightful patio areas and., pathways – the perfect start for you to apply your own mark.




